
Preface to an Autobiographical One-Person Show  - (male) ~3mins
by Bradley Rohlf

First off, I want to clarify that this is not autobiographical. The playwright wanted me to say that. Of 
course this piece is autobiographical, but of the character represented, not the writer. The writer wanted
me to make it clear that the character I am playing is not the same as the writer, my character is a 
fictional character who in the story is presenting his autobiography. 

(laughs) Although, I just imagined – and I hope no one did – but I imagined it would be funny if 
someone initially thought I was presenting the disclaimer that what I am about to present is not 
autobiographical of myself. The actor. Which, I suppose if you hadn't looked at the program, it might 
be reasonable to believe that a one-man show would be written and performed by the same person. But 
that assumption relies on the pre-supposition that all one-person shows are total vanity projects, which 
they're not, least of all this one. But I'm not defending the writer because I am the writer, because, I am 
not the writer. 

That's the distinction I wanted to make. I am an actor, hired by the production company to memorize 
and interpret the words the writer wrote` wow, I'm sorry that came out so condescending I didn't mean 
to imply that you are unfamiliar with the nature of theatre – I just wanted to belabor the point that in 
addition to me not being the writer of this piece, the character I am playing is also not the writer. 

The writer wanted me to be clear about that. Even though the piece is billed as an autobiography. It's a 
fictional autobiography. But then in that case you might wonder why not just present it as a pure 
fiction? Well, for a very good point, you see when presented with a storyteller within a fiction, as an 
audience we generally trust their point of view to accurately deliver the facts of that story, but as you 
will see in the following 83 minutes – you're welcome – the narrator's bias plays a key role in how the 
story unfolds. Well, I don't want to give away too much, but, now you're primed for a deeper analysis 
of the layers of what you're about to experience.

Get to it already! I'm sure some of you are thinking, well, isn't it obvious? I'm not merely rambling on 
because I'm a poor extemporaneous speaker. All of this is a part of the script. Yes, even the bits about 
me, the actor, as opposed to not me, the writer. Every single word. Even. This. One. And. The. Next. 
All written. In the script. Read. Memorized. Spoken. Confused? 

Don't worry, because none of that is really important, it's mostly just a feverish manifestation of the 
author's insecurities that he thinks he can mitigate through self-effacing humor – but you're all too 
quick for that, aren't you?

So, anyway, let's begin.



Preface to an Autobiographical One-Person Show  - (female) ~3mins
by Bradley Rohlf

First off, I want to clarify that this is not autobiographical. The playwright wanted me to say that. Of 
course this piece is autobiographical, but of the character represented, not the writer. The writer wanted
me to make it clear that the character I am playing is not the same as the writer, my character is a 
fictional character who in the story is presenting her autobiography. 

(laughs) Although, I just imagined – and I hope no one did – but I imagined it would be funny if 
someone initially thought I was presenting the disclaimer that what I am about to present is not 
autobiographical of myself. The actor. Which, I suppose if you hadn't looked at the program, it might 
be reasonable to believe that a one-woman show would be written and performed by the same person. 
But that assumption relies on the pre-supposition that all one-person shows are total vanity projects, 
which they're not, least of all this one. But I'm not defending the writer because I am the writer, 
because, I am not the writer. 

That's the distinction I wanted to make. I am an actor, hired by the production company to memorize 
and interpret the words the writer wrote` wow, I'm sorry that came out so condescending I didn't mean 
to imply that you are unfamiliar with the nature of theatre – I just wanted to belabor the point that in 
addition to me not being the writer of this piece, the character I am playing is also not the writer. 

The writer wanted me to be clear about that. Even though the piece is billed as an autobiography. It's a 
fictional autobiography. But then in that case you might wonder why not just present it as a pure 
fiction? Well, for a very good point, you see when presented with a storyteller within a fiction, as an 
audience we generally trust their point of view to accurately deliver the facts of that story, but as you 
will see in the following 83 minutes – you're welcome – the narrator's bias plays a key role in how the 
story unfolds. Well, I don't want to give away too much, but, now you're primed for a deeper analysis 
of the layers of what you're about to experience.

Get to it already! I'm sure some of you are thinking, well, isn't it obvious? I'm not merely rambling on 
because I'm a poor extemporaneous speaker. All of this is a part of the script. Yes, even the bits about 
me, the actor, as opposed to not me, the writer. Every single word. Even. This. One. And. The. Next. 
All written. In the script. Read. Memorized. Spoken. Confused? 

Don't worry, because none of that is really important, it's mostly just a feverish manifestation of the 
author's insecurities that she thinks she can mitigate through self-effacing humor – but you're all too 
quick for that, aren't you?

So, anyway, let's begin.



Preface to an Autobiographical One-Person Show  - (non-gendered) ~3mins
by Bradley Rohlf

First off, I want to clarify that this is not autobiographical. The playwright wanted me to say that. Of 
course this piece is autobiographical, but of the character represented, not the writer. The writer wanted
me to make it clear that the character I am playing is not the same as the writer, my character is a 
fictional character who in the story is presenting their autobiography. 

(laughs) Although, I just imagined – and I hope no one did – but I imagined it would be funny if 
someone initially thought I was presenting the disclaimer that what I am about to present is not 
autobiographical of myself. The actor. Which, I suppose if you hadn't looked at the program, it might 
be reasonable to believe that a one-person show would be written and performed by the same person. 
But that assumption relies on the pre-supposition that all one-person shows are total vanity projects, 
which they're not, least of all this one. But I'm not defending the writer because I am the writer, 
because, I am not the writer. 

That's the distinction I wanted to make. I am an actor, hired by the production company to memorize 
and interpret the words the writer wrote` wow, I'm sorry that came out so condescending I didn't mean 
to imply that you are unfamiliar with the nature of theatre – I just wanted to belabor the point that in 
addition to me not being the writer of this piece, the character I am playing is also not the writer. 

The writer wanted me to be clear about that. Even though the piece is billed as an autobiography. It's a 
fictional autobiography. But then in that case you might wonder why not just present it as a pure 
fiction? Well, for a very good point, you see when presented with a storyteller within a fiction, as an 
audience we generally trust their point of view to accurately deliver the facts of that story, but as you 
will see in the following 83 minutes – you're welcome – the narrator's bias plays a key role in how the 
story unfolds. Well, I don't want to give away too much, but, now you're primed for a deeper analysis 
of the layers of what you're about to experience.

Get to it already! I'm sure some of you are thinking, well, isn't it obvious? I'm not merely rambling on 
because I'm a poor extemporaneous speaker. All of this is a part of the script. Yes, even the bits about 
me, the actor, as opposed to not me, the writer. Every single word. Even. This. One. And. The. Next. 
All written. In the script. Read. Memorized. Spoken. Confused? 

Don't worry, because none of that is really important, it's mostly just a feverish manifestation of the 
author's insecurities that they thinks she can mitigate through self-effacing humor – but you're all too 
quick for that, aren't you?

So, anyway, let's begin.


